A New Method for Positional Accuracy Analysis in Georeferenced Satellite Images without Independent Ground Control Points
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Abstract: This paper introduces a new method to analyze the positional accuracy of georeferenced satellite images without the use of ground control points. Compared to the traditional method used to carry out this kind of analysis, our approach provides a semiautomatic way to obtain a larger number of control points that satisfy the requirements of current standards regarding the size of the set of sample points, the positional accuracy of such points, the distance between points, and the distribution of points in the sample. Our methodology exploits high quality orthoimages, such as those provided by the Aerial Orthography National Plan (PNOA)—developed by the Spanish National Geographic Institute—and has been tested on spatial data from Landsat 8. Our method works under the current international standard (ASPRS 2014) and exhibits similar performance than other well-known methods to analyze the positional accuracy of georeferenced images based on the use of independent ground control points. More specifically, the positional accuracy achieved for a Landsat 8 dataset evaluated by the traditional method is $5.22 \pm 1.95$ m, and when evaluated with the proposed method, it exhibits a typical accuracy of $5.76 \pm 0.50$ m. Our experimental results confirm that the method is equally effective and less expensive than other available methods to analyze the positional accuracy of satellite images.
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1. Introduction

Remote sensing (RS) and geographical information systems (GIS) are playing an increasingly significant role in Earth science and related disciplines and their applications, including land cover mapping [1], precision agriculture [2], biodiversity [3], climate [4], snow-glacier monitoring, terrestrial temperature, erosion, flood monitoring, ocean coast monitoring, and biodiversity [5]. Decision support systems (DSS) can also be used to enhance water usage, decrease air pollution and define sustainable urban development [6]. Whatever the area of application, the outcome will strongly depend on the positional accuracy of the data. Accordingly, RS, GIS, and DSS must provide tools to precisely determine the degree of accuracy, resolution, and integrity of positional data [7].
A geo-referenced image includes an additional data set for each pixel $p$ in the image, which contains a pair of $xy$-coordinates $p^{xy}$ with terrestrial information about the location of that particular pixel. Taking into account that the geometric resolution of the image defines the pixel size, the geo-referencing process guarantees that each $xy$-coordinate pair is always inside the limits of the corresponding pixel.

To correctly use a geo-referenced image (for example, to obtain distances), the user needs to have a previous idea of the accuracy of the results. The positional accuracy measures the reliability of the $xy$-coordinates with regard to a prevailing projected geodetic reference system [8]. In this sense, there are studies that consider the evaluation of the positional accuracy of a georeferenced image as a fundamental part of the analysis, and it can be expressed as a comparison between the values of the $xy$-coordinates and the true values, or those that we accept as such [9]. Most importantly, in order to assess the positional accuracy of spatial data, the geographic projection system control points must conform a set with independent, easily identifiable, and recognizable coordinates. Accordingly, the process of evaluating the positional accuracy of spatial images comprises the collection of a set $\{cp_1, \ldots, cp_n\}$ of $xy$-coordinate pairs from a reliable source, along with the identification of a set of pixels $\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}$ in the image and the associated $xy$-coordinate pairs set $\{p_{1}^{xy}, \ldots, p_{n}^{xy}\}$. The final results are obtained by computing statistics obtained from the distances between each pair of homologous points in $\{cp_1, \ldots, cp_n\}$ and $\{p_{1}^{xy}, \ldots, p_{n}^{xy}\}$.

Consistent with the way in which the control point coordinates are obtained and how they are identified in the image, the points that are selected to carry out the positional accuracy evaluation are named independent control points (ICP). In this paper, we refer to those points that have been obtained in the “ground” by means of differential global positioning systems (DGPS) as independent ground control points (IGCPs). In our context, the term ICP will be used to denote control points obtained from highly accurate geo-referenced ortho-images.

The process of selecting the set of points that may be used to assess the positional accuracy of a spatial image must follow certain constraints. In this regard, the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) [10] standard recommends the use of a source of more precise data as a starting point. Specifically, it is recommended that the accuracy of the control data should be at least three times the accuracy of the analyzed data. To this end, traditional methods use a set of IGCPs as the reference source, whose accuracy is mainly measured in centimeters [11–13]. This approach, however, presents important drawbacks. First, the control points must be directly collected on the ground, which is usually very costly. Moreover, in rugged terrains, accessing the selected points may be difficult or even impossible. Last but not least, the lack of DGPS signal coverage in urban areas or in areas with high vegetation may completely preclude the positional accuracy evaluation. Therefore, obtaining these IGCPs is not always a simple task and, as a result, few control points are frequently used in traditional methods to perform the positional accuracy analysis.

There are recent studies related to this area of knowledge that show that the interest of the community in evaluating data quality control methods is really alive. Some of the more recent ones are related to the positional quality and current standards [14]. Other works investigate methods based on thematic quality [15,16]. Last but not least, there are also examples of quality control studies related to Building Information Modelling (BIM) datasets [17].

In this paper, we introduce a new method to analyze the positional accuracy of georeferenced satellite images without the use of ground control points. Our method exhibits similar performance than other well-known methods to analyze the positional accuracy of georeferenced images based on the use of IGCPs, but with less computational demands.
2. Related Works

Due to the relevance of positional accuracy in georeferenced satellite images, some official committees have published guidelines for selecting a minimum number of ICPs, and the recommended statistics to present the results [8]. The problem of low-quality positional accuracy in studies based on satellite and aerial imagery is well known [7,9]. Comparisons of topographic maps and GPS-derived points were performed for the geometric correction of SPOT and Landsat [7].

The number of ICPs required for satellite imagery correction was derived in [18] from a function with different parameters: collection method, type and resolution of the sensor, image spacing, geometric model, study site, physical environment, definition, and the accuracy of GCPs versus the final expected accuracy. In [19], an approach for the automatic registration of geo-located Landsat 8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) data is reported, but the positional quality is evaluated only visually. The evaluation of the geometric accuracy of high-resolution satellite images (HRSIs) has been increasingly studied in recent years.

Table 1 summarizes relevant examples of studies where the positional accuracy of geo-referenced data is evaluated, and the number of ICPs used is reported. The first column of the table depicts the study date. The title of the work and the sensor used are specified in the second column. The third column includes a reference of the work. The last column indicates the number of IGCPs used in the positional accuracy evaluation and the source of their corresponding coordinates (when available).

In all these analyses, the accuracy of the estimation of the digital elevation model grows with the number of control points [20,21]. On the other hand, the users of satellite imagery can find some guidelines on the geometric quality control of the corrected product in [22] and the Spanish Standard UNE 148002 [23]. An overview of the 2015 ASPRS positional accuracy standards for digital geospatial data is presented in [22].

3. Main Contribution

The increasing existence and availability of very well-positioned spatial data from aerial ortho-images (and from images taken by unmanned aerial vehicles) allows their fusion with georeferenced satellite images, opening new opportunities for assessing spatial resolution, also known as ground sample distance (GSD) (measurement in the field of pixels). Statistical parameters can be used to compare the differences in the coordinates of the center of pixels in satellite images with other images with greater accuracy (and better GSD) by obtaining a positional evaluation of the already geo-referenced spatial data.

The GSD is the linear dimension of the footprint of one pixel on the ground in the source image [28], and the “pixel size” is assumed to be the size of a pixel on the terrain in a digital image, after all rectifications
and resampling procedures have been performed. In addition, in the most widely used standards (such as ASPRS), GSD belongs to horizontal and non-oblique images, as GSD values can vary greatly in cities and mountainous areas [10].

There is a large amount of freely available data sets from geo-referenced remote sensing images, from high-resolution spatial images which, combined with the large amount of geomatic data with high positional accuracy (e.g., orthoimages with high accuracy), can be used to determine the positional accuracy of the analyzed remote sensing data.

In this paper, we introduce a reliable semiautomatic method in which the positional accuracy of the georeferenced satellite image can be performed without using IGCPs. This is done by obtaining ICPs from freely available and highly accurate orthoimages. Our method overcomes the main drawbacks previously described in the classical procedure to assess the positional accuracy of satellite images. The new method uses a variation of the Poisson–Disc Sampling algorithm (PDS), which provides control points with uniform distribution and minimum distance [29]. We adapted the Bridson algorithm to finally guarantee the compliance with well-established standards. An experimental study has been conducted in this work to validate the reliability of the proposed method as compared to traditional approaches.

4. Materials and Study Area

The spatial data used in this work consists of a satellite image, whose positional accuracy is to be analyzed, and the high-resolution control image from which the checkpoints (ICPs) will be obtained to evaluate the positional quality of the satellite image.

4.1. Spatial Image to Be Analyzed

The satellite image used in the study was collected by Landsat 8 and its spatial resolution is 15 meters in its panchromatic band. Each scene is composed of 11 GeoTIFF files, one per spectral band, a metadata file (MTL), and one additional file with scene quality assessment (QA) information. The analyzed images belong to band 8 (the panchromatic band), since it has better spatial resolution than the rest of the bands. Each image corresponds to a surface of approximately 180 km from North to South and 190 km from East to West (From now on, zone extension will be expressed as $n \times m$ with $n$ representing vertical dimension and $m$ indicating horizontal dimension.), and the images have been obtained from an orbital flight with height of 705 km. The image used in the experiment was collected on 15 September 2018. The analyzed spatial image was downloaded into WGS84. The technical information of the images used in the evaluation is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of technical data of images used for the analysis of positional accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images Used in the Analysis of Positional Accuracy</th>
<th>CA: Control Area Extracted from the PNOA Ortho-Image</th>
<th>SA: Study Area Extracted from the Landsat 8 Satellite Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>20 km $\times$ 30 km</td>
<td>7.6 $\times$ 7.8 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Resolution</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
<td>15 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>06/2016</td>
<td>15 September 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raster Type File</td>
<td>ECW</td>
<td>GeoTIFF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Positional Control Data

The IGCPs (points whose coordinates have centimetric precision) have been obtained using DGPS and will be used to validate the proposed method. The set of IGCPs available in this study belongs to the Geodesic Polygonal Network of Cáceres, and comprise 102 points distributed through the urbanized area of the municipality of Cáceres.

In addition, we use as control image an orthoimage made available by the Aerial Orthography National Plan of Spain (PNOA). The orthoimages of PNOA are georeferenced images with different resolutions, but those used in this study have a resolution of 25 cm and a planimetric accuracy of ±50 cm. The PNOA ortho-images used as control data were carried out from a DEM obtained by a LiDAR methodology, with a mesh size of 5 × 5 m and positional accuracy with root mean square error (RMSE) of 2 m. These orthoimages have been obtained using photogrammetric flights equipped with high-resolution digital cameras, multispectral sensors, and panchromatic sensors. PNOA ortho-images can be downloaded from the National Center for Geographic Information (CNIG) of the National Geographic Institute (IGN) in Spain (https://pnoa.ign.es/). The images are of raster type with ECW (Enhanced Compression Wavelet) format, and have a size of approximately 2 GB. The map extension is approximately 20 × 30 km. The orthoimages used for positional control have ETRS89 Reference System, and the map projection is UTM 29 and 30 N (EPSG: 25830). Table 3 gives information about the control points used in the tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Points Used in the Analysis of Planimetric Positional Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Traditional Method</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGCPs Independent Ground Control Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICPs Independent Control Points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Study Area

We refer to the study area (SA) as the specific rectangular region in the satellite image whose positional accuracy we want to analyze. In this work, the SA is located in the municipality of Cáceres, Spain, and it corresponds to an administrative zone enclosing the urbanizing area of the city, with a real extension of 7.6 × 7.8 km. Figure 1a,b depict the corresponding satellite image and the SA inside it.

4.4. Control Area

Once the SA has been defined, one or more control images covering the SA must be identified. Indeed, these control images must exhibit a high-quality level of georeferencing so they can be used to obtain reliable ICPs. As we stated before, we use PNOA ortho-images for this purpose. In our case, only one PNOA control image (with an extension of 20 × 30 km) is enough to cover the considered SA. The area delimited by the control image is marked with a gray dotted line in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows the PNOA control image. We assign the control area (CA) to the rectangular section identified in the control image corresponding to the SA, which is also depicted in Figure 1c. Note that the SA (belonging to the satellite image) and the CA (belonging to the control image) cover the same extension, but comprise different resolutions. Figure 1d shows, just as a reference, the location of the 102 available IGCPs inside the SA, although the position of IGCP points inside the CA may involve certain inaccuracies because the IGCPs have centimetric resolution and our PNOA image has one-fourth meter resolution.
5. Proposed Methodology

The goal of our method is to provide a semiautomatic way to carry out the positional accuracy analysis of a zone of interest (SA) in a georeferenced satellite image. The key point in this analysis is to achieve a representative sample of checkpoints that are able to infer reliable conclusions about the positional quality of the georeferenced satellite image. However, the collection of these samples is very hard and
time consuming, while crucial to the process. In the traditional methods, the sample consists of a set of IGCPs that must be manually obtained, so that usually there is just one chance (if any) to carefully select a representative sample. Our method overcomes this difficulty by offering a virtually unlimited number of different samples to carry out the statistical analysis to derive the positional accuracy of the georeferenced image or, more precisely, the SA.

As stated, our method uses ICPs instead of IGCPs. In the evaluation of the quality of geographical data, the ASPRS standard [10] provides two main recommendations about the used ICPs:

- (ASPRSa) Depending on the area extension under study, there must be a minimum number of checkpoints to be used in the evaluation process. A table with the minimum values for different region extensions can be obtained from [10].
- (ASPRSB) The accuracy of ICPs used must be at least three times more than the SA accuracy.

Another important point with regards to the quality of the positional accuracy analysis process has to do with the recommendations made by the Spanish Association for Standardization and Certification (AENOR) [23] regarding the distribution of the ICPs. According to AENOR, the ICP sample must satisfy the following conditions:

- (AENORA) Each individual checkpoint must be at a minimum distance from any other point greater than (or equal to) one tenth of the diagonal of the SA.
- (AENORB) By splitting the SA in four quadrants, each one must contain at least 20% of the total number of selected checkpoints.

To be reliable, spatial accuracy analysis must comply with the previous requirements, so that all of them are required conditions for our method. Our proposal meets both the ASPRS and AENOR requirements.

Figure 2 presents a graphical description of our algorithm. Figure 3 shows one of the distributions generated by our PDS (Figure 3a,b), and a graphical example illustrating the identification and correlation of ICPs in the CA. The satellite image and the high-resolution ortho-image constitute the input data for the process. From them, the SA and CA sub-images are extracted, having both the same land extension. To comply with the ASPRSb requirement, the CA planimetric positional accuracy from which we will extract the ICPs must be at least three times finer than the SA planimetric positional accuracy.

![Figure 2. Algorithm of the proposed method. The central core of the method is the application of the PDS algorithm to obtain well-distributed samples.](image)

Because we are using PNOA images with a spatial resolution of 25 cm and ±0.50 m of planimetric positional accuracy, and bearing in mind that the Landsat image has spatial resolution of 15 m, with planimetric positional accuracy that can be considered approximately half of the pixel (7.5 m),
we can ensure ASPRSb compliance (0.50 < 7.5 m/3). It is precisely the land extensions that provide the input parameters to the PDS algorithm that finally obtains the ICP sample.

PDS is an efficient algorithm for providing a uniform non-clustered random sample of points inside a region. The algorithm takes as input two parameters: (i) the extent (width and length) of the sample domain (the SA/CA extension) and (ii) the minimum distance between sample individuals. Both parameters can be obtained directly from the SA/CA extension, because the minimum distance is calculated as one tenth of the SA/CA diagonal extension (by ensuring the AENORa requirement). The PDS algorithm has been adapted to guarantee the compliance of requirements ASPRSa and AENORb. The output of PDS is a sample of n points \{rp1, ..., rp_n\} in a rectangle of a virtually infinite resolution. Thus, for this set of raw points to represent an ICP sample set inside the CA image, it must be adjusted to the CA resolution. This process is done in the “ICP sample identification in CA” box in Figure 2, and it involves identifying, for every raw point rp_i, the pixel \(p_i\) in CA that covers it. From the set of pixels \{p1, ..., p_n\}, we finally obtain the corresponding set ICP_CA = \{p_1^{xy}, ..., p_n^{xy}\} of xy-coordinate pairs (These xy-coordinates pairs are specifically the center of pixels. Note that images are given in the visual spectrum, so that the shortest reference for a human eye is the pixel itself. As a result, we take the center as the representative of each pixel.) (remember that the CA is a georeferenced image), which becomes the ICP sample set. Now, the accuracy of the ICP_CA points is ±50 cm.

Figure 3. Graphical example of the proposed automatic method, with a homogeneous and random distribution and correlation of a PDS sample with 39 ICPs. (a) SA PNOA with 39 ICPs (blue circles) automatically generated and randomly distributed using PDS. (b) CA Landsat 8 with 39 ICPs (red circles) identified through the PNOA ICPs using the process in Figure 2. (c) Zoom of Figure 3c. (d) Zoom of Figure 3c, showing the location of the SA ICPs (blue circle) and the ICP identified on CA (red circle). (e) Figure representing a pixel on CA where the ICP is located. The blue circle represents the SA ICP and the red circle represents the CA ICP (center of pixel), identified through the method proposed (in Figure 2).

Once we have obtained the ICP_CA sample set, we apply a similar adjustment procedure to identify the corresponding points in the SA. Specifically, for every \(p_i^{xy}\) in ICP_CA, the pixel \(p_i\) in the SA that covers...
it is identified, and its associated $p_{i}^{xy}$ is obtained by creating the homologous ICP\_SA = \{ $p_{1}^{xy},..., p_{n}^{xy}$ \} set. In this case, the ICP\_SA points resolution is ±15 m.

Figure 2 shows that the PDS algorithm can be executed a number of times to obtain as many samples as needed, thereby improving the degree of reliability of the positional accuracy analysis results.

The last step of the method is to analyze the positional accuracy of SA through a collection of statistics calculated on the set of Euclidean distances $d_{i} = d(p_{i}^{xy}, p_{i}^{xy})$ for every pair of corresponding points in ICP\_CA and ICP\_SA.

6. Results

To validate the proposed methodology, we compare the results of the positional accuracy evaluation of the chosen SA (described in Section 4) using a traditional method and our method.

6.1. Analysis of Positional Accuracy Following the Traditional Method

The evaluation of the positional accuracy of an SA (according to traditional methods) requires the existence of a set of control points, usually obtained in a manual way by using a GPS device (IGCPs). In our case, the council of Cáceres has provided us with a set of 102 IGCPs distributed on the SA. Using this set of IGCPs, we have applied a modified version of the PDS algorithm to extract a representative and uniformly distributed sample meeting the ASPRS (Actually, the ASPRSa standard cannot be satisfied just by one point because of the particular distribution available IGCP points.) and AENOR standards. This sample consists of 19 IGCP control points, ICP\_Sample = \{ cp_{1},..., cp_{19} \}.

Once the ICP\_Sample set has been selected, the next step is to identify, in the SA image, the corresponding set of $xy$-coordinates pairs IGCP\_SA = \{ $p_{1}^{xy},..., p_{19}^{xy}$ \} by following the procedure described in Section 5.

Finally, Euclidean distances $d_{i} = d(cp_{i}^{xy}, p_{i}^{xy})$ are calculated to present the main statistical measures, namely, the mean $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{19} \sum d_{i} = 5.22$, the standard deviation $\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{1}{19} \sum (d_{i} - \bar{d})^{2}} = 1.95$, the maximum $d_{max} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq 19} |d_{i}| = 8.53$, and the minimum $d_{min} = \min_{1 \leq i \leq 19} |d_{i}| = 1.32$. All of the statistical measures are given in meters. This value is generally presented as RMSE, but we prefer to use the standard deviation by considering the analysis values as distances (not errors). Taking into account that points in IGCP\_Sample have centimetric precision, all the previous values are in a confidence range of ±0.01 m.

6.2. Analysis of Positional Accuracy Using the Proposed Method

As stated in Section 5, the goal of our method is to achieve an alternative set of control points (ICPs) to evaluate the positional accuracy of the SA. Therefore, instead of the ICP\_Sample set, we need to find a relevant ICP\_Sample from the CA by following the procedure in Figure 2. Because of the great efficiency of the PSD algorithm, it is easy (and fast) to generate a collection of candidate ICP\_Sample sets. Since the PSD algorithm uses a random approach to generate points, different executions of the algorithm will produce different results (in terms of sample size and the position of points) for the same CA. With the aim of getting confident results, we decided to work with a collection of equal sized ICP\_Sample sets. A total of 100 PSD runs were performed, each one providing a different ICP\_Sample set. Figure 4 depicts the results obtained for the different sample sizes (in number of ICP points). As it can be noted, the largest quantity (30%) of equal-sized samples corresponds to samples containing 39 points, so we finally used these 30 samples of 39 ICP points for our tests. For each ICP\_Sample = \{ cp_{1},..., cp_{39} \}, we obtained the corresponding ICP\_SA = \{ $p_{1}^{xy},..., p_{39}^{xy}$ \} by following our method and took the distances $d_{i} = d(cp_{i}^{xy}, p_{i}^{xy})$ to finally estimate the positional accuracy of the SA. Table 4 shows the resulting values for each generated ICP\_Sample. Note that, because the used CA image has a resolution of 25 cm, distances $d_{i}$ have been...
rounded to the nearest fourth of a meter before obtaining their averages (\( \bar{d} \)). The last column in Table 5 summarizes the average values for the means and standard deviations, and it also shows maximum and minimum values for all the samples. All these values must be considered in a confidence range of ±0.50 m.

Figure 4. Quantities and percentages of equal-sized samples obtained in a total of 100 runs of the PDS algorithm.

Table 4. Summary of the statistics obtained in the 30 samples tested in the proposed method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{d} ) (mean)</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>5.64</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ) (std dev)</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmin</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Summary of the statistics by comparing the traditional method with the proposed one.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Traditional Method (Average Values)</th>
<th>Proposed Method (Average Values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \bar{d} ) (mean)</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma ) (std dev)</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmax</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dmin</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Discussion

Conforming to the generally accepted traditional method, the analysis of positional accuracy of the satellite image on the SA selected suggests that the included geo-references have an accuracy of 5.22 m.
with a standard deviation of ±1.95 m (on a pixel size of 15 m, we can safely disregard the ±0.01 m due to the centimetric accuracy of IGCP points), which means that geo-references are typically 5.22 m away from the center of pixel, with a confidence interval of ±1.95 m. It is worth noting that distances $d_i$ follow a normal distribution, so that approximately 70% of values are in the range 5.22 ± 1.95 m (see Table 5).

By following our method, the analysis of positional accuracy of the same satellite image on the designed SA suggests a typical average accuracy of 5.76 ± 0.50 m for the geo-references included in the SA image, which is certainly close to those achieved by the traditional method. Considering that the pixel size in the SA is 15 m, a variation of 0.54 ± 0.50 m is certainly affordable. To better understand these values, we must stress an important difference with regards to the sample size in both approaches: in the traditional approach, a sample size of 19 IGCP points was used, while a greater, more representative sample size of 39 ICP points was used by our method to measure the positional accuracy.

By focusing on the standard deviation, our method exhibits a typical value of 2.13 ± 0.50 m that, compared to the 1.95 m in the traditional method, gives a subtle difference of only 0.18 m. With regards to the minimum and maximum distances between the corresponding points, the greatest difference in the traditional method is 8.53 m, compared with 10.50 m achieved by our approach, which is less than two meters in a 15 m pixel size. However, the shortest distance between corresponding points is just 25 cm in our method, against 1.32 m measured with the traditional method.

As stated previously, we have not only used a greater sample size to evaluate the positional accuracy of an SA of interest but also (and more importantly) used a collection of ICP samples. In this way, we have provided a more robust analysis. In fact, for the best of our samples, we have obtained better results (a lower average distance with similar standard deviation) than those found by the traditional method (Table 4, Sample 6), which usually only has a sample set.

In summary, the Landsat 8 image evaluated by the traditional method has a positional accuracy of 5.22 m inside a confidence range of ±1.95 m and, when evaluated with the proposed method, it has a typical accuracy of 5.76 ± 0.50 m inside a confidence range of ±2.13 ±0.50 m (We also checked that $d$ values in Table 4 follow a normal distribution.). Therefore, the results obtained confirm that our method offers an effective alternative to evaluate the positional accuracy of satellite images, without the need for ground control points, and which is very efficient in computational terms.

8. Conclusions

This paper introduces a new method for analyzing the positional accuracy of satellite images which are already oriented or geo-positioned. The main motivation to develop the newly presented method is to overcome the drawbacks that appear in traditional methods, which need to obtain representative and standardized ground control points by means of GPS devices. Our method circumvents this need by using geo-referenced ortho-images, which are often freely available in many areas of the territory.

In addition, to avoid the inherent difficulties in obtaining the necessary IGCPs, our method provides a mechanism to automatically generate a collection of ICP samples that meet the established ASPRS and AENOR standards, which improves the reliability of the positional accuracy evaluation. As a result, one of the main advantages of the proposed method is the use of automated correlation instead of manual identification, as in the traditional case of using IGCPs. We consider that the proposed method is innovative for multiple reasons:

1. Robustness: Our method complies with the current mentioned existing regulations (ASPRS).
2. Effectiveness: It can use more control points considering that there are widely available and highly accurate orthoimages, as it is the case with PNOA images.
3. Efficiency: Our method uses automation in the selection of properly scattered points, which follow a uniform distribution by means of the Poisson-Disc Sampling (PDS) algorithm.
To validate the proposed method, we have conducted an exhaustive experimental analysis using real imagery from the city of Cáceres, Spain. A comparative study of the positional accuracy of the used Landsat 8 image by following both a traditional approach and our newly proposed one demonstrates two important facts: (1) the high effectiveness of our method, and (2) the efficiency of its automatic processing through the use of an adapted version of the PDS algorithm. We are currently working towards a publicly available version of the method through a QGIS plugin.
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